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Section 1
General Information
This guide contains information necessary for using Model 818 Series
photodetectors. A separate data sheet is provided with each detector.
Some detectors are also provided with individual calibration data. Please
read through the guide before attempting to make optical power
measurements.

CAUTION
Applied voltage exceeding the detector specification, forward
bias, or optical power exceeding the damage threshold can damage
the detector.

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

Unpacking and
Inspection

The items included with every order are given on the data sheet. Please
check to be sure that all items are present and are received in good
condition.

Calibration Services

Newport’s calibration services calibrate (or recalibrate) photodetectors.
These services provide the calibration data in a written calibration record
and in a programmable read only memory (PROM) when appropriate for
use with a Newport Power Meter.

Use with a Newport
Power Meter

The photodetector consists of a photodiode attached to a cable terminated
with a standard BNC connector and packaged within a protective housing.
Some housings provide a place for attaching accessories such as
attenuators.

Cleanliness

Care should be taken not to touch the photodiode window with bare
fingers. Contaminants may cause inaccurate measurements, particularly at
ultraviolet wavelengths where absorption is common. Lightly clean the
detector window with reagent grade alcohol and a soft cotton cloth.
Potentially large measurement errors can be generated through scratches,
digs and coating damage on detector optical surfaces. The magnitude of an
error typically varies directly with the ratio of the intercepted area of the
“scratch” relative to the area of the optical beam.

NOTE
Kleenex and chem-wipes contain wood and fiber glass (respectively)
and will scratch optical surface.

1.5

Temperature and
Humidity

The photodiode sensitivity increases with temperature for wavelengths
longer than the peak response wavelength. Best results will be obtained by
keeping the detector near the calibration temperature of 25°C. The
temperature range 0 – +50°C should not be exceeded and the detector
should not be exposed to humidity levels greater than 70% or possible
damage to the photodiode could occur.

NOTE
Refer to Newport catalog or web site for detector specifications.
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Section 2
Calibration Accuracy and Limitations
2.1

2.2

Spectral Response

Calibration Accuracy
and Service

The response of the detector depends on the wavelength of the incident
light. The photodiode is transparent for photon energies less than the band
gap which determines the long wavelength infrared sensitivity limit. The
short wavelength limit is determined by the photodiode manufacturing
process and possibly, in the case of silicon photodiodes, by strong window
absorption. The photodiode response is commonly measured in amps of
photocurrent per watt of incident optical power. Typical response curves
for the photodetector is shown on the data sheet. The transmission of the
attenuator (if provided) may vary considerably across the detector’s range.

Statement of Calibration
The accuracy and calibration of this photodetector are traceable to
the NIST or NPL through equipment which is calibrated at planned
intervals by comparison to certified standards maintained at
Newport Corporation.
Newport Corporation calibrates its detectors using secondary standards
directly traceable to the United States National Institute of Standards and
Technology or National Physical Laboratory. At wavelengths where
appropriate standards are not available, Newport calibrates its detectors by
comparison to detectors calibrated with thermal detectors. The absolute
accuracy of the photodetector calibration is indicated in the calibration
certificate.
Individual detector response can change with time at different wavelengths,
especially in the ultraviolet, and should be returned for recalibration at 1
year intervals to assure confidence in the accuracy of the measurement.
For recalibration services, see the Accessories and Services information.

2.3

2.4

Uniformity

Fabrication processes may cause the response of the detector to vary
slightly over the detector surface. Calibration involves illumination of
approximately 70% of the detector central active diameter. Optical signals
being measured should illuminate the same area. Care should be taken not
to overfill the detector if accuracy is to be maintained.

Saturation

For low optical power, the photocurrent is proportional to the optical signal
incident on the photodiode and the photocurrent linearly increases with
optical power. For high optical powers saturation of the detector begins to
occur and the response signal is no longer linearly proportional to the
incident power. Optical power measurements must be made in the linear
region to be valid.

NOTE
The saturation is “soft”, i.e. the detector output does not suddenly
stop increasing, but the rate of increase slows. For Gaussian and
other signals with spatially varying intensities, local saturation
may occur. The onset of saturation is not always obvious and is a
common source of inaccurate measurements.
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To determine if the detector is saturating, follow the steps below:
1. Measure the photodetector current (or power), and record this
value (A).
2. Place a filter or attenuator of known transmission (T) in the beam
path. Record the current again (B). A filter transmission of 0.001 is a
convenient choice.
3. The power with the filter in place should be the product of the power
measured without the filter and the transmission of the filter,
i.e. B = A x T.
The transmission (T) of the filter can be determined by following the steps
below:
1. Reduce the optical power to a level low enough to avoid saturation,
but high enough that, when it is reduced by the filter it can still be
accurately measured.
2. Follow steps 1 and 2 in the procedure above.
3. Calculate the ratio T = B/A to determine the transmission of the filter
at the wavelength of light used for the measurement.
The calibrated filter (or attenuator) can be used with the detector to
measure the power of higher power beams.

2.5

2.6

2.7

Saturation with
Pulsed Power
Measurements

Saturation effects when using pulsed lasers are a complex phenomenon, and
depends upon the wavelength, peak power, pulse shape, average power,
repetition rate, and on the detection circuit. However, the test for
saturation described immediately above should be used whenever pulsed
power measurements are being made. Alternatively, when the detector is
used for observing pulse shape, placing an attenuator in the beam should
affect only the pulse amplitude, not the pulse shape.

Reflections

The photodetector surface, window material and the attenuator all reflect
light. The amount of reflected light depends upon the angle of incidence
and the polarization of the beam. Reflected light does not get absorbed by
the detector, and therefore is not included in the detector signal. The
Newport detector and attenuator calibration include the loss due to
reflection for incoherent light incident normal to the detector. For accurate
power measurements the detector should therefore be used at near normal
incidence.

Photodiode
Operation

When a photon is absorbed in the photodiode, an electron-hole pair is
formed within the device and a voltage is developed across the diode
junction. If the photodiode terminals are connected a photocurrent
proportional to the light intensity will be generated. Measuring this
photocurrent provides a measurement of the optical power incident upon
the detector.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show common methods of measuring the
photocurrent generated by the photodiode. In circuit (a) a bias voltage is
used to drive the current through a load resistor and the voltage drop is
measured. This is called the photoconductive mode of operation. The bias
voltage enhances the speed of response and the linearity of the
photocurrent generation but introduces additional noise and dark current.
Circuit (b) shows the use of a Op-amp to enable unbiased photocurrent
measurement. Operation with zero bias is called the photovoltaic mode
because the photodiode is actually generating the bias voltage. This is the
4
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method used in Newport Power Meters. The feedback resistance in circuit
(b) is selectable.
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(a) Reverse Bias Circuit
Photoconductive Mode — improved
time response and linearity

(b) Op-Amp Circuit
Photovoltaic Mode — reduced noise

Figure 3 — Photodiode Operational Circuits

2.8

2.9

Low Power
Measurement
Considerations

Measurements of very low power optical sources are possible with the
photodetector. To use the detector properly and achieve accurate results
requires the understanding of a number of effects that limit the device
performance, which are discussed in paragraphs 2.9 and 2.10.

Noise Characteristics

The lower limits of optical detection are determined by the noise
characteristics of the detector and/or amplifier. Theory predicts that the
photodiode noise is largely thermal (Johnson) noise associated with the
effective resistance of the photodiode and shot noise from dark current.
The dark current at 10 mV bias voltage is measured and used to define the
effective resistance of the diode, the shunt resistance given in the data
sheet:
Rshunt = Vbias (10 mV) / Idark.
Ideally an input amplifier connected as in Figure 3 (b) would have no offset
voltage and there would be no dark current. In practice though, a small bias
usually exists, and even at zero applied bias a small dark current is present.
The maximum dark currents when used with Newport power meters are
given in the specifications. The drift in this dark current is generally much
smaller than the dark current so effective cancellation is often possible.
For non-DC measurements the light detection limit is more generally
expressed as the intensity of light required to produce a current equal to
the noise current. This is called the noise equivalent power (NEP) and has
units of optical power divided by the square root of the detector bandwidth:
W /√Hz.
The NEP varies inversely with the spectral response of the photodiode and
depends on the wavelength, λ, the noise frequency, f, and bandwidth, ∆f..
NEP is therefore defined as NEP( λ, f, ∆f ).
Lock-In amplifier techniques can be used to approach the NEP.

Temperature and
2.10 Ambient Lighting

Drifts in temperature and ambient lighting can cause significant variations
in diode response and amplifier performance for low power measurements,
particularly for wavelengths longer than the bandgap. It is therefore
important to provide as constant environmental conditions as practical,
including consideration of air conditioning and roomlighting effects.
In addition the noise and dark current generally increase exponentially with
detector temperature so it is best to keep the temperature close to 25°C.
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Some 818 Series photodetectors (e.g. Models 818-SL and 818-IR) have
threads for the attachment of accessories. With these models, the effects
of ambient lighting can be minimized by using the Model 818-FA Fiber
Adapter Holder with the appropriate FP3 or FP4 series fiber adapter when
measurements of power in fiber optics are being made. If free space beam
measurements are desired, using an attenuator will reduce stray light and
often improve the ratio of signal to background. Wavelength specific
filters, such as optical cutoff, bandpass, or spike filters can also be used if
the signal wavelength spectrum permits. Other techniques to reduce stray
light include using apertures to admit only the laser beam, placing the
detector in a box to shield the surface and turning off the room and other
lights.

Using the Detector
2.11 for Non-CW
measurements

When the photodetector is used with a Newport Power Meter it is operated
essentially without bias voltage, as depicted in Figure 3 (b). The effective
time constant of the detector-amplifier combination may be much slower
than the characteristic time of the signal. Nonetheless, if the detectoramplifier combination does not become saturated, effective integration of
the signal will occur, and accurate energy measurements of very short
pulses can be made.
It is also possible to use the photodiode for the display of the temporal
behavior of an optical signal with an oscilloscope. The detector can be
connected directly to the scope input or a simple reverse bias circuit can
be used. Reverse biasing will improve the time response and increases
dark current, the range of wavelength response and the range of linearity of
the detector. The correct biasing circuit is depicted schematically in
Figure 3 (a) and is shown pictorially in Figure 4. By varying the load
resistance, RL, adjustment can be made for different optical powers. A
large load enables the measurement of low power signals but will increase
the probability of saturation and slow the time response. Saturation is
evident when the voltage measured by the oscilloscope is greater than the
bias voltage and results in “flat-topped” signals.

CAUTION
Forward biasing the detector can destroy the diode.
Reverse bias should not be used in conjunction with the Newport
Power Meters and in no circumstances should the bias voltage
exceed the breakdown voltage of the photodiode.
V
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Figure 4 — Schematic of the Reverse Bias Circuit
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